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About Us

Alkurdi Trading & Contracting was estabished in 1979 to provide computer site preparation services.

History

Alkurdi has steadily expanded into related specialties in the fields of fire, security, emergency power supply.

MISSION
We strive to offer the best solutions for fire, safety,
and security with complete range of services including

design, supply, installation, testing & commissioning, and
maintenance.

Creating a safe and secure place to live and work.

We care about our clients and partners.

We serve with professionalism and honesty.

We consider our team as part of Alkurdi family.

We work together as a team.

We enjoy our work.

We are here for the long term.
VISION

VALUES



What We Do

Fire Detection 
Fire Suppression

 Access Control 
 Time & Attendance

 Video Survailance

UPS 
Batteries



Why Us

Turn-Key Solutions

Trust

Quality

Expertise



Our Partners



Our Clients
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Fire Detection & Protection System

Al Kurdi Trading & Contracting offers a complete
range of Fire Detection solutions from Tyco Fire &
Security to meet the specific requirements of every
market imaginable.

Addressable Systems
MZX technology embraces the best in both analogue and digital electronics to provide fast and
accurate fire detection. Extensive loop addressing and communication over a 2km loop using
digital protocol to a central processing location, provides reliability and a lifetime of economy. A
comprehensive range of sensors, sounders and beacons, ancillaries and call points ensure there
are no compromises when designing systems. Progressive software development keeps pace
with new technology and a comprehensive range of available spares together with backwards
compatibility ensures long life and the maximum return on investment.

Tyco Fire & Security

ZETTLER, is a leading brand of fire detection & security from Tyco Fire & Security

Fire Detection & Protection Systems
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Fire Detection & Protection Systems

Control Panels
The MZX range of addressable panels provides a perfect fit for all sizes of system from a single
panel and 125 devices to a network of 99 panels and up to 99000 devices. A simple yet power-
ful user interface is common to all panels, modular construction allows upgrades and exten-
sions, and a range of repeater options provides for those occasions when small and discreet is
key.

Detectors
MZX sensors and multi-sensors integrate the best in sensor technology with powerful software
that provides fire detection to suit all risks and all possible scenarios. The software allows the
detection to be optimized to suit the building, its occupancy and therefore the risk. Changing de-
tection modes, changing sensitivity and changing cause and effect are all features available un-
der the day/night mode operator function key. Detection technologies include Carbon Monoxide,
Smoke, Heat and Flame, some of which are combined in powerful algorithms to provide fast de-
tection and reduce unwanted alarms, even in the harshest of environments. Two different
ranges provide options with and without short circuit isolators and two way infrared communi-
cations. A choice of ten standard colours is available and detectors can be fitted to a range of
sounder/beacon bases.



Fire Detection & Protection Systems

Callpoints

Software and Programming Tools

The MCP range of call-points includes both indoor and outdoor models. Call points can be
flush or surface mounted as a selection of back boxes and bezels are available. Anti-tamper
devices are also available which fit around the unit making it less likely for persons to attempt
malicious activations. The call point activation window can be a non-fragmenting element
which breaks cleanly with no glass fragmentation, but needs replacing after use; or a de-
formable element which can be reset with a key and does not need replacing. All models have
an integral alarm led. In addition to that, the range includes manual DIN call points for inside
and outside use with integrated short circuit isolator.

MZX addressable fire detection systems benefit from a suite of advanced software packages
that simplify and speed up system design, installation, commissioning and service operations.

MZX Consys is a powerful programming tool designed especially for MZX Technology sys-
tems. It allows the commissioning engineer to fully customise the MZX fire detection systems
operation to meet the customers specific requirements whilst ensuring that EN54 functionality
is maintained.



Fire Suppression System

We are providing different types of  fire suppression systems such as  FM200, NOVEC 1230,
INERGEN, CO2 and other product ranges from Macron Safety Systems/Johnson Controls.

FM-200 systems are internationally accepted as providing reliable and effective fire protection
solutions for high value assets, processes and locations, as well as the people who work in these
protected areas.

Electrically non-conductive, FM-200 works by removing heat from a fire so that combustion can-
not be sustained. When it comes to being safe for use, FM-200 delivers, which is why FM-200
systems are approved by, FM and UL listed; an ideal solution where personnel safety and
process continuity are paramount.

The decision to use FM-200 can be based on a number of key factors: it is the most widely used
of the chemical replacements for Halon 1301 and it is an agent that has been used to succes
fully protect tens of thousands of high-technology facilities in 70 countries around the world.

Significantly, there is no risk of thermal shock to delicate electronic equipment and FM-200 is
electrically non-conductive and non-corrosive.

Additionally, it leaves no oily residue or deposits to damage software, data files or communica-
tions equipment, meaning post-discharge clean up time and costs are minimal.



Fire Suppression System

Novec1230 is supplied in lightweight cylinders with a small footprint that requires mini-
mal storage space.  Novec 1230 fluid has a boiling point of 49 degrees C and therefore 
exists as a liquid at room temperature. It is super-pressurised with nitrogen to 25 bar 
and rapidly extinguishes a fire through a combination of heat absorption (its main ac-
tion) and some chemical interference with the flame.

One of the key advantages offered by Novec 1230 fluid’s high boiling point is that it presents very 
low vapour pressures, enabling it to be transported in lightweight totes or drums as op-
posed to steel pressurised containers. This allows Novec 1230 fluid to be readily air 
freighted to a ship at port or dockyard. Because both initial filling and recharging opera-
tions are possible by simply pouring the fluid into containers, prior to super-
pressurising, the filling operation is far simpler than with traditional high-pressure 
gases.

Novec1230

NOVEC 1230 contains no bromine or chlorine and therefore has an ozone depleting potential of
zero



Access Control and Time Attendance Systems

Al Kurdi Trading & Contracting Co. Ltd., has sole distribution authority in the kingdom of Saudi
Arabia from world famous brand from Korea SUPREMA.

We provides comprehensive security solutions for security. Whatever you’re looking for, you’ll
find a Suprema’s products to suit your needs. From robust outdoor Biometric Readers to dis-
creet products for sensitive environments, we offer it all.

Access control is a solution which is absolutely required in all fields and scales as a basic ele-
ment of security. From research institutes, data centers and secure areas to factories, apart-
ments, offices, construction sites, hospitals, schools and banks, it is widely used at places that
are trying to physically protect property or information from unauthorized people.

s



Access Control and Time Attendance Systems

Suprema's access control solution is a biometrics-based system, providing greatly improved
security than the access control solutions that use RF card only. It is the most ideal solution
equipped with all features that a user needs such as easy user management, a various zone
management, elevator management or real-time monitoring.

Suprema's time & attendance management solution simplifies employee timesheet monitor-
ing, calculation of work hours and collection of time & attendance data. Delegated authentica-
tion is impossible because it is a biometrics-based time & attendance management system
and you can set up various types of work schedule/work shift. It enables human resources
management and time & attendance management in one system since you can easily connect
with HR or ERP systems and easily see personalized time & attendance reports and calendar
view at a glance.

Face is the easiest way to distinguish individuals among people. Facial recognition device
feels closest to people without repulsion because it authenticates by recognizing people's
faces. Suprema's facial recognition technology helps with fast, easy and intuitive user au-
thentication and it offers various possibilities.

The access control and time & attendance management system that uses biometrics re-
quires proper technology and regulation to prepare for specific security threats.



CCTV - VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) is a system where
the circuit in which the video is transmitted is
closed and all the elements (camera, display moni-
tors, recording devices) are directly connected.

We are providing a wide range of CCTV cameras
from AVTECH & SIQURA.

Al Kurdi Trading & Contracting helps its clients
with video security solution that you are looking
for.
We are offering a complete rage of products
» IP Camera
» HD CCTV Camera
» Network Recorder
» HD CCTV recorder



UPS & BATTERIES

ATC provides it's customers with complete power solutions, its principal products range in-
cludes:

» Uninterruptible Power System (UPS)
» Static UPS from 250 VA to 800 KVA
» Dynamic UPS from 15 KVA to 1679 KVA
» AC/ DC Distribution Systems
» Rectifiers and Chargers
» Inverters and Power Supplies
» Voltage Regulators, Static & Servo Controlled types Transformers
» Up to 2 MVA Generators

Of all the available technologies for Power Protection only the Uninterruptible Power System
can eliminate all power related disturbances. It is most complete, cost effective approach, ca-
pable of saving tens of thousands of dollars per year in down time related costs.

To enable today's sophisticated electronic systems to operate, AlKurdi Trading & Contracting
Est.'s Power Engineering group provide the essential clean power, which is totally secure, even
under mains fail conditions.



UPS & BATTERIES

Al Kurdi Trading & Contracting  is the agent, distributer and
value-added supplier of ELEN UPS systems. We can pro-
vide a complete solution from 250VA to 800KVA UPS sys-
tems. We are able to assess your requirements and provide
an effective solution whatever your requirements. Whether
you need a fully-monitored solution or simply a stand-
alone system we will provide the most appropriate equip-
ment for your needs. We also provide after-sales service
and annual and bi-annual maintenance contracts.

There is far more to selecting a battery than appears
at first sight. Our engineers are always available to
help identify needs, confirm the choice of battery and
ensure that you benefit to the full from our impressive
experience. To support you our Engineers draw on ore
than 15 years of continuous, first hand experience in
DC Systems application. Installation and maintenance
being an integral part of our support services.



Room Monitoring System

Room Alert is a line of AVTECH Software hardware solutions for "Computer Room Environment
Monitoring, Alerting & Automatic Corrective Action". Room Alert models provide an easy, eco-
nomical & highly reliable way to monitor computer room environment conditions like Tempera-
ture, Humidity, Power, Flooding (water), Smoke (fire), Entry (room, window or cabinet), Panic
Buttons and more.



Raised Floor System

We are committed to provide our clients Best Raised Access Floors' Solutions from world class
manufacturer Lindner from Germany. We focus on products and services through constant em-
phasis on process quality, with which we can pay attention to our clients' needs so as always to
deliver superior value to our clients. We're very familiar with international Raised Access Floor
System Market, and dedicated to provide our clients various Raised Access Floor Systems, in-
cluding Steel System, Woodcore System, etc.



Maintnenace & Repair

Testing & Commissioning

Installation

Design

Services

Training



E-mail:
Fax:
Phone:

kurdiruh@alkurdi.com.sa
+966 11 476 3810
+966 11 476 1918

kurdĳed@alkurdi.com.sa
+966 12 671 9860
+966 12 672 2996

kurdikbr@alkurdi.com.sa
+966 13 895 4744
+966 13 899 3040

RIYADH JEDDAH KHOBAR

www.alkurdi.com.sa
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